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Abstract
virtualization environment is need to provide both
isolation and sharing of constrained resources.
Based on the isolation capability of VKernel[9] in
Pcanel[10], inner-domain communications [11] [12] and
security control mechanism of virtual resource[13][14] in
virtualization layer was implemented to provide a
controllable way of solving above problems.

The security problem became more severe since the
security requirement of different applications may
conflict with the others in distributed application or
grid computing. Virtualization technology can improve
the system's security, but did not satisfy the
requirement of virtual resource sharing and innerdomain communication in distributed services and grid
computing. By dividing the virtual resources into
sharing virtual resources and normal ones, SeVMM
provided secure mechanism for inter-domain
communication control, which formed the base of
multi-level security control model for virtual machine
monitors, operating systems and applications. Case
study and application showed that SeVMM improved
the system's security without causing significant
performance penalty.

2. Background
2.1 Virtualization background
Independent Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) is
a sort of general software layer running on the
hardware directly and controlling the actual hardware
resources, while the guest operating systems(Virtual
Machine, VM) running above the VMM control the
virtual resources. VMs will have lower privilege than
the VMM but higher than the applications on the VMs.
The sharing of the virtual resources and interdomain communications need to be monitored in
distributed applications. The virtual resources can be
divided into two categories: shared resources like
virtual network, virtual disk, etc, and non-shared ones
such as virtual processors, virtual memory. According
to the requirements of specific application, we should
implement the secure control mechanisms of sharing
virtual resources and inter-communication.

1. Introduction
With the development of Web applications, the
distributed network[1] security technology has become
very important. One case for distributed environment is
to deploy different applications on different platforms,
while another case is that, with virtualization
technology, different applications on the same
SeVMM which should provide strong isolation[2]
between applications. VMM has to provide
applications with communication and resource sharing
control mechanisms[3]. The traditional operating
system and the VMM with arbitrary access control
strategy (DAC)[4] can not solve the threat caused by the
infection of virus. SeLinux [5][6] provides a mandatory
access control (MAC) [7][8] in Linux, which made up
part of the security flaws. Somehow, it still can not
meet the security requirements of different
applications, which makes the security of system very
fragile from another aspect. Therefore, a distributed
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2.2 Coalition of VMs
Among
distributed
applications,
data
communications between them is very frequent. A
coalition is a set of VMs that have close
communication, as shown in Figure 1. In order to
improve the security of the whole system, VMM
Coalition should provide not only the corresponding
isolation, but also sharing of limited resources to
achieve data communications.
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domains. In SeVMM, we use Flask framework to
configure security strategy.
SeVMM has the following characteristics: First,
the performance of the entire system is greatly affected
by the performance of SeVMM. Second, SeVMM can
automatically deploy security policies, thus reduces
management costs. Third, SeVMM support multiple
security policies, which enhance security flexibility.

3.2 Overall architecture
Figure 1 coalition of VMs

In SeVMM, the key of access control of virtual
resources is the reference monitor. SeVMM supports a
variety of security policies such as the BLP, CW, TE,
to ensure the integrity of the system and data flow
between the domains. SeVMM monitors have the
following three characteristics: First, deal with all
security-related calls. Second, SeVMM itself is
tamper-proofed. Third, it runs simply and rapid. The
SeVMM framework is shown in Figure 2. Security
policy management domain manages specific security
policy; security policy enforcement module is in
SeVMM, implementing the control of access to virtual
resources.

VMM directly control hardware resources to
which all access by VMs should be monitored by
VMM. Accordingly, the sharing of resources and interdomain communications should be controlled by the
corresponding strategy of VMM. Common methods of
control are DAC, MAC and role-based access control,
which has its own characteristic. So the VMM control
all inter-domains data communications.

2.3 SeVMM
There are several security objectives of SeVMM:
z Strong isolation between the multiple
VMs.
z Control of the sharing resources between
VMs.
z Control of inter-domain communication.
z Management and control of the virtual
resource.
z Security services.
Although MAC has been implemented in the
Linux, the access to kernel data structure will cause a
complex control strategy, which results in the absence
of inter-process isolation in SeLinux. Various
applications have different security requirements and
they should be isolated according to their security
levels.

SeVMM domain can control the data flow based
on the inter-domain isolation. Thus it guarantees the
communication and sharing within coalitions while
preventing communication and sharing outside
coalitions.

3. Design of SeVMM

4 Implementation of SeVMM

3.1 Design concept

SeVMM consists of three modules: security
policy management module, safety hook and security
policy enforcement module, as shown in detail in
Figure 3.
Safety hook is used to control the sharing of
virtual resources between VMs. Security policy
management module manages all security policies and
protect the update and modification of security policy
in the security policy enforcement module. Security
policy enforcement module can make decision based
on the security information and policy transferred by

Figure 2 SeVMM architect

SeVMM provided many kinds of services, such as
security service, resource monitoring, inter-domain
communication control, isolation of virtual resources,
etc. Providing the resource monitoring service,
SeVMM guarantees the interaction between the
security service applications. For instance, controlling
the virtual memory usage can deal with DOS attacks.
At the mean time, SeVMM uses formal methods to
define the security policy of data flow between control
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corresponding security parameters as follows: attribute
of VM, attribute of virtual resource, the type of
operation, as shown in Figure 4. Safety hook function
transfers the security information to security
implementation module, and security implementation
module determines whether they have access to the
resources according to the security parameters and
security policy.

the hook. The security control process of SeVMM is as
follows:
First, collect access control relevant information
(define the domain security attributes, attributes of
virtual resources, type of access operation).
Second, call the security access control module to
obtain security policy results.
Third, execute the security policy.

Figure 4 secure hook

We place safety hook in the following places:
First, the domain management operations; Second, the
event channel operation; Third, the shared memory
operation and Fourth, the virtual resources access
operation.
In SeVMM, secure hooks are placed in the code
path where the domain binds the virtual resources,
decisions will be make when the domain binds
resources and the communication mechanism is newly
established. While the domain accesses the virtual
resources, decision-making is not needed. Such
mechanisms require the use of virtual resources be
clearly security decided, and when necessary, be able
to make decision again. This method can significantly
improve the operating performance of the whole
system. At the same time, security policy cache
mechanism in SeVMM stores security policy that is
frequently used in the cache to improve the
performance of their access.

Figure 3 SeVMM details architect

4.1 Management of the secure policy
In SeVMM, function call H_SecureCall is used to
achieve the update of security policy. When SeVMM
changes security policy, Strategy management domain
will call H_SecureCall to update the XML description
of the security policy into the binary form, and delivers
it to the security enforcement module. If the domain
has not right to access the shared resources, SeVMM
retrieves the shared resources of the domain. The rules
of security decision-making are as follows.
δ : Vms secure l abl e

γ： VResource secure l abl e
ω： access operat i on
Δcw = ((δ a,δb,...),(δ x,δ y,...),...)

δ x : CreateDomain, δ a、 δb exi st

4.3 Access control enforcement module

CreateDomainControl = ∃A∈( Δcw×Δcw)&&( (δ a ×δb×δ x) ⊆ A）

The enforcement module of SeVMM stores the
current binary security policy to which SeVMM makes
decision. Meanwhile, the callback functions will do the
safety checks of the allocated virtual resources when
security policy changes.
The Access_init function is used to initialize the
attribute of the virtual resource or domain in
accordance with binary security policy. And the
Secure_authorize function call is use security attributes
transferred by secure hook to implement security
control, as shown in Figure 5.
When a domain access to binding resources,
security hook function checks the security attributes of
virtual resources the domain, the virtual resources
safety attributes, together with the operation type.
According to the security strategy, decisions will be
make to decide whether the domain can get control of
the virtual resources. Privileged call H_SecureCall for

Δte＝(( δ a, δb, δ c,...),(δ x, δ y,...),...)

（ δ x， γ a， ω） :

VResourceControl = ((γ a ∈δa)&&(∃A∈Δte)&&((δ x,δ a) ⊆ A))

In SeVMM, there is a security attribute binding
with each virtual resource and security domain. At the
initialization of each resource or domain, SeVMM
allocate security attribute according to the policy in the
security policy management module. Access control is
implemented based on this stored information.
ChineseWall and Type-Enforcement Strategy are
implemented in SeVMM.

4.2 Access control hook
SeVMM security control hook function achieves
the security check of the access to the virtual resource
by domain. The safety hook function needs the
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policy management is only allowed by policy
management domain.

[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]

Figure 5 access control process

5 Performance Test
[6]

We make related test about SeVMM, first is a
benchmark test of the system call delay, the second
benchmark is FIFO communication delay, the third is
the application process between the two application
communication costs. Test data as shown in Figure 6.
The overall performance penalty caused by SeVMM is
at most around 5 percent, which is tolerable since it
significantly improved the security of the system.

[7]
[8]

[9]
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1：syscall 2：FIFO 3：PIPE
Figure 6 SeVMM performance test

6 Future work

[13]

Based on the VKernel core in Pcanel platform,
SeVMM adds control of the inter-domain
communication and security control of virtual
resources. While ensuring the domain isolation, it
provides a secure control mechanism to control the
communications and sharing of virtual resources
between domains. In future work, we will address its
overall structure for further research and analysis
according to distributed virtual environment.

[14]
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